1. GENERAL

1.01 This section shows the wiring of the 28G teletypewriter cabinet for use with the 28F or 28G electrical service unit, and the 28H teletypewriter cabinet for use with 28L electrical service unit. Both cabinets are used for 28 Automatic Send-Receive Set.

1.02 This section is reissued to identify the 28G and 28H cabinets as teletypewriter cabinets.
NOTES:
1. IF KEYBOARD SHUNTING IS NOT DESIRED OR WHEN SIGNAL LINE BREAK SWITCH IS PRESENT, REMOVE THE BLACK STRAP CONNECTED BETWEEN TERMINALS C9 AND C10 AND CONNECT TERMINALS C9 AND C10.


3. SUPPLIED WITH CERTAIN TRANSMITTER DUTY FUNCTIONS WHEN REQUIRED.

4. FOR USE WITH SELECTIVE CALLING.

5. SUPPLIED IF REQUIRED BY CUSTOMER.
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